ZapPro Instructions

Congratulations
on your new ZapPro UV
You have made a wise choice in choosing the ZapPRO UV. Your UV was carefully Engineered and designed to give you many years of faithful, worry free service.
Some of the care and planning of your ZapPRO is self evident in even the small things,
such as the 2 year Warranty on the vessel itself and 18 months on the lamp.

Rest assured that quality was the main consideration
when your ZapPRO UV was designed and assembled.

ZapPRO General Info

The ZapPRO System is designed to provide
the benefits of UV treated water in a safe
and effective manner.
The high Quality, specially engineered
components ensure efficient water sanitization output and reliable performance.
The ZapPRO unit includes two germicidal UV
lamps tuned to 254nm, and is safe and
harmless to your equipment and aquatic life.
Power requirements:120/240 VAC, 0.8/0.4A,
116 watt, 50/60 Hz
UV Lamps replace every 18 months
Replace Quartz Tubes as needed
Up to 7800 GPH
Weight– 28 lbs.
Use Mounting holes located in base
if desired

If you have any questions on your ZapPRO feel
free to give us a call and we’ll be glad to help.
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Make plumbing hook ups as shown in
the picture. Use 2” pipe to connect to
unions to secure plumbing to valve.
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Winterizing the ZapPRO
1.
2.

This is simple. Just open the Water Drain and make sure all
water has been purged. Put the Drain Cap in a location where
it can easily be found in the Spring.
That’s it, just wait for Spring.

3.
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